Complications in complexation kinetics for lanthanides with DTPA using dye probe molecules in aqueous solution
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The complexation kinetics for the polyaminopolycarboxylic ligand DTPA to lanthanides in acidic aqueous solution were investigated using the dye ligand displacement technique and stopped-flow spectroscopy. Significant rate differences were obtained for different dye probes used, indicating that the kinetics of the dissociation of the dye molecule significantly impacts the overall measured kinetics when using this common methodology. The conditions of the solution also influenced the dye-lanthanide-DTPA interactions, which reconciled previously disparate data in the literature.

Introduction

The solution complexation chemistry of the polyaminopolycarboxylic acid DTPA-4+ (di-2-ethylenetriamine-N,N,N',N'',N'''-pentacetic acid) with the 4f lanthanide and 5f actinide elements is of interest to a variety of research communities, including used nuclear fuel reprocessing by the TALSPEAK (Trivalent Actinide Lanthanide Separations by Phosphorus-reagent Extraction from Aqueous Complexes) process,5,6 chelation therapy7,8 various electronic and magnetic applications,11 and for research of contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).13-16 As such, research has been continued to the present day to determine reliable thermodynamic stability constants for lanthanide (Ln) and actinide (An) DTPA complexes.17-24 However, there still remains considerable uncertainty about the kinetics involved in the DTPA complexation of the 4f series ions, with the multiple species present (DTPAH5-x+y- and buffer species) having a significant effect on the rate of complexation. This can considerably complicate the chemistry at a large-scale, particularly in the TALSPEAK extraction system. TALSPEAK utilizes DTPA in an aqueous phase containing 0.5-2.0 M lactic acid buffer to “hold back” actinide elements, while the lanthanide elements are extracted by the ion-exchanging extractant HDEHP (bis-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid) into an organic diluent. However, even after many decades of investigation recent reports addressing fundamental aspects of TALSPEAK chemistry have found that metal distribution data are not always reliably modelled by the established mono- and biphasic thermodynamic equilibria.7,8 Moreover, the TALSPEAK separation suffers from poor phase transfer kinetics, which has been associated with the slow rate of the Ln-DTPA complex dissociation in the aqueous phase at the liquid–liquid interface.9,25

To date there have been few studies that investigated the kinetics for DTPA complexation and decomplexation reactions with the lanthanides.5,14 Each of these used dye probe molecules. The complexation of Gd(III) with DTPA was investigated17 using a high-pressure stopped-flow spectrophotometer. Kinetic measurements were made based upon DTPA ligand substitution reactions for Gd(III) ions pre-complexed with the dye arsenazo III (3,6-bis(o-arsonophenylazo)-4,5-dihydroxynaphthalene-2,7-disulfonic acid). Under these conditions it was proposed there were two metal-dye complexes present, with the Gd(III)-arsenazo III stoichiometry of 1:1 and 1:2. The observed kinetics were dual-exponential, which was attributed to the separate DTPA substitution kinetics for these two complexes. However, these observed kinetics were also found to be independent of DTPA concentration, which the researchers attributed this to the rate-limiting step being the intramolecular decomplexation of Gd(III)-arsenazo III complex to produce the free arsenazo III dye by an acid-catalyzed mechanism. Their rate constant for DTPA complexation at pH 3.6 and 25 °C ([DTPA] = 10 mM, I = 0.3 M) was k = 0.33 s-1 for the 1:1 complex, and k = 0.04 s-1 for the 1:2 complex in an acetate buffer solution.

A subsequent investigation26 for Eu(III)-DTPA complexation found analogous dual-exponential reaction kinetics, even though the reported experimental conditions ensured almost all (>99%) the complexes were of the 1:2 Eu(III)-arsenazo III stoichiometry. The temperature-dependent Eu(III) kinetics were again found to be acid-catalyzed, the Eu(III)-DTPA complexation was not strongly dependent upon external ionic strength over
the range 0.05–0.25 M, and for this metal ion the faster component was dependent upon the DTPA concentration. The complexation rate constant for this reaction was described by the expression:

\[ k_1/s = 7.08 + 1.44 \times 10^{5}[H^+] \]  

(1)

This corresponds to an observed rate constant of \( k_1 \approx 43 \text{ s}^{-1} \) for the Eu(III) complexation at pH 3.6. The overall DTPA complexation mechanism was proposed to be a combination of a rate-limiting, acid-catalyzed, loss of the first arszenazo III ligand followed by fast binding of the DTPA ligand, occurring simultaneously with the direct reaction of the DTPA with the Eu(III)-protonated arszenazo III species. The much faster kinetics for both pathways for Eu(III) as compared to Gd(III) was attributed to the much higher lability of the Eu(III) system.

A more recent kinetic study was performed by Nash et al., where the arszenazo III ligand system was used to probe lanthanide complexation kinetics under TALSPEAK conditions with an aqueous phase containing 0.30 M lactate, and at a pH of 3.6. In contrast to the original two studies performed in the absence of lactate, this work reported only single exponential decay kinetics. These data were consistent with the assumption that the arszenazo III decomplexation was not the rate determining step of the measured reaction. Their comparative value for Eu(III) was \( k = 2.10 \times 10^4 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \), approximately five times faster than the equivalent second-order rate constant value determined by Shi et al. Varying the La(III) : arszenazo III concentrations in the 50–100 μM range did not change the observed kinetics, and increasing the lactate concentration from 0.1 to 0.3 M gave no effect on the formation constant but a large change in dissociation rate constant.

In order to further investigate the discrepancies between the three DTPA-lanthanide kinetic studies, and to verify the viability of the ligand-displacement methodology for measuring DTPA complexation and de-complexation rate constants, this study used stopped-flow spectrophotometry with multiple dye probe molecules to investigate lanthanide complexation under various aqueous solution conditions.

The primary data of this work were gathered for the dye molecule xylenol orange \((2,2',2'',2'''-((1,1-dioxido-3H-2,1-benzoxathiole-3,3-diyl)bis((6-hydroxy-5-methyl-3,1-phenylene) methylenenitril))tetraeactic acid) with DTPA for a range of the lanthanide(III) elements in a slightly acidic (pH 3.6) aqueous phase in order to be directly comparable to previous literature values. Xylenol orange was chosen as the main probe dye in this study due to its lower stability constant with europium than arszenazo III, which would be expected to minimize any potential impact on the dye decomplexation reaction kinetics.

![Fig. 1. Structures of the dyes (a) xylenol orange, (b) arszenazo III, and (c) chlorophosphonazo.](image-url)
between the free dye and the metal-complexed dye was established before the kinetic measurements (see data in ESI†).

The lanthanide ion to xylene orange stoichiometry is known to be 1 : 1 at equivalent concentrations of dye and metal or in metal excess conditions.31,32 This was verified for Eu(III) at pH 3.6 by investigating the absorbance at 568 nm (see ESI†). Kinetic measurements were done using a Hi-Tech Scientific SF-61DX2 Stopped-Flow System using a high-pressure xenon lamp. The observed kinetics were analysed using Origin™ 6.0 software.

Results and discussion

The kinetics of lanthanide ion complexation by DTPA were measured by monitoring the change in absorbance at 568 nm with time, as free DTPA was rapidly (deadtime \( \leq 1.5 \) ms) mixed with the dye-complexed metal solution from two separate syringes. These kinetic experiments were conducted under pseudo-first-order conditions, where the initial DTPA concentration was kept in excess (approximately 10 fold or more) relative to the 1 : 1 dye-metal complex concentration. As the DTPA complexes the metal, the dye-metal complex releases the dye according to eqn (2) (omitting speciation and specific charges), allowing DTPA complexation of the free metal ion (eqn (3)). De-complexing the dye causes a decrease in the absorbance at the monitoring wavelength.

\[
\text{Metal} - \text{Dye}_{(\text{red})} + \text{DTPA}_{(\text{colorless})} \xrightarrow{k_1/k_4} \text{Metal} - \text{DTPA}_{(\text{colorless})} + \text{Dye}_{(\text{yellow})}
\]  
(2)

\[
\text{Metal}^{3+} + \text{DTPAH}_5^- \xrightarrow{k_1/k_4} \text{Metal} - \text{DTPA} + (5-x)\text{H}^+
\]  
(3)

Initial stopped-flow experiments were performed to compare the influence of the dye choice. Fig. 2a shows the measured kinetics for xylene orange and arsenazo III for Eu(III) : dye complexation kinetics with DTPA. Under these identical conditions it can readily be seen that the dye choice strongly influences the measured kinetic data, with significantly faster decay obtained for the less strongly complexed xylene orange dye. To further investigate this finding an additional dye was investigated, chlorophosphonazo III, using a slower complexant (DCTA) to accentuate the difference between the dyes. The chlorophosphonazo III was, however, not stable at pH 3.6 so pH 4.25 was used (Fig. 2b). The large difference between the three dyes show that the dye decomplexation is the rate determining step, and not the rate of reaction of the complexant binding to the lanthanide.

The impact of ionic strength on the metal–xylene orange complex was also investigated. Increasing the ionic strength to \( I = 0.1 \) M impacted the absorption for the metal–xylene orange complex, and reduced the absorbed light level to the point that kinetic measurements were unreliable at these low concentrations. These findings are consistent with previously reported data for xylene orange complexed with zinc ions.31 Therefore, all xylene orange data in this study were collected at lowest possible ionic strength values, i.e. no additional ionic strength matrix. Under the experimental conditions, \( I \) was dominated by the DTPA concentration and ranged up to \( I = 0.016 \) M. The data for xylene orange showed an initial fast decay, \( k_1 \), complete in approximately 100–200 ms, and then a much smaller \( (A_2 < A_1) \), slower decay, with rate constant \( k_2 \). These kinetics were found to be described well by a dual-exponential decay function (eqn (4)).

\[
y = A_1e^{-k_1t} + A_2e^{-k_2t} + B
\]  
(4)

This kinetic analysis is in good agreement with the earlier study by Shi et al., but different to the first order kinetics reported by Nash et al.3 By fitting eqn (4) to the xylene orange data, it was found that the faster component was dependent upon DTPA concentration. Plotting the fitted fast-component as pseudo-first-order rate constants as a function of DTPA concentration gave straight line plots. These data are shown in Fig. 3 for Eu(III). The slope of this plot gives a value of \( k_1 = (5.48 \pm 0.64) \times 10^4 \text{M}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \) at 26.1 °C. The intercept of this pseudo
first order kinetics plot corresponds to the assumed decomplexation rate \( k_{-1} \) of eqn (2). Under these conditions a value for the Eu(III)-dye-DTPA decomplexation rate constant of \( k_{-1} = 154.0 \pm 5.4 \text{ s}^{-1} \) was determined. The \( k_1 \) and \( k_{-1} \) values for the lanthanides of this study are summarized in Table 1.

Rate constants for the slower exponential decay component, with rate constant \( k_2 \), were also calculated (see ESI†). These values showed a continuous decrease across the lanthanide series. In terms of assigning a specific reaction mechanism for the second, slower, rate constant \( k_2 \) we follow the previous literature for arsenazo III, where this component was attributed to a species containing an additionally chelated dye ligand.\(^{26}\) The kinetic trace of the second ligand was less than 5% of the total reactivity, consistent with the expected small percentage of higher order complexes (see ESI†) for conditions of excess dye to lanthanide concentrations.

The rate constants given in Table 1, are plotted in comparison to literature data in Fig. 4 and 5, diverge considerably to the data reported previously, especially for europium. The discrepancy in the measured DTPA-metal complexation rate constants, in Fig. 4, for arsenazo III between the values of Nash et al.\(^{3}\) and Shi et al.\(^{26}\) is attributable to how their probe molecule is influenced by the presence of lactic acid.\(^{3}\) Fig. 6 demonstrates how the lactic acid concentration influences the kinetics of the Eu(III):arsenazo III complex reaction with DTPA, where increasing the lactic acid concentration gives far faster kinetics.

**Table 1** Fast complexation (\( k_1 \)) and decomplexation (\( k_{-1} \)) rate constants determined for various lanthanide ions-xylenol orange-DTPA systems. Additional temperature data and \( k_2 \) data available in the ESI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>( k_1 \times 10^3 \text{ (M}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}) )</th>
<th>( k_{-1} \text{ (s}^{-1}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lu</td>
<td>300.3</td>
<td>13.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td>9.0 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Er</td>
<td>296.2</td>
<td>10.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>9.2 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho</td>
<td>296.2</td>
<td>11.6 ± 0.5</td>
<td>12.9 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb</td>
<td>296.3</td>
<td>28.3 ± 3.4</td>
<td>31.4 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eu</td>
<td>299.2</td>
<td>54.8 ± 6.4</td>
<td>154.0 ± 5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3** Second-order rate constant determination for the faster exponential decay of Eu(III)-DTPA complexation. Fitted line slope corresponds to value of \( k_1 = (5.48 \pm 0.64) \times 10^4 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \), intercept of \( k_{-1} = 154.0 \pm 5.4 \text{ s}^{-1} \), \( R^2 = 0.997 \), at pH 3.6 and 26.1 °C.

**Fig. 4** Summary of measured lanthanide-dye-DTPA complexation kinetics from Shi et al.\(^{26}\) (○, converted to second-order) Nash et al.\(^{3}\) (◇) and this study (■, adjusted to 25 °C). All data at pH 3.6.

**Fig. 5** Assumed decomplexation rate constants using arsenazo III, from Nash et al.\(^{3}\) (◇, in 0.3 M lactic acid) and using xylenol orange from this study (■, adjusted to 25 °C).

**Fig. 6** Stopped-flow kinetics for arsenazo III and europium at 25 μM concentration at varying lactic acid concentrations at pH 3.6 and 25 °C to demonstrate the influence of the lactic acid concentration on the dye-metal ion interaction for arsenazo III. The highest concentration lactic acid (0.3 M) approaches the xylenol orange reaction timescale (on the order of 0.1 s).
It is likely that the lactic acid prevents the formation of a 2:1 (dye:metal) complex being measured by Shi et al., thereby making the measured kinetics of DTPA complexation faster.\textsuperscript{1,2,6}

The differences in the measured second order rate constants for DTPA complexation of europium using xylenol orange and arsenazo III are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. The large difference in kinetic traces (Fig. 2) for the dye complexation kinetics supports our conclusion that the choice of probe dye has a large impact on the results obtained. Xylenol orange is the most weakly bound dye (lowest stability constant) and gives a highest measured rate constant of all the dyes for europium, indicating that de-complexing the dye probe molecule is the rate limiting step regardless of the strength of the binding complexant. The comparison with the chlorophosphonazo III dye showed that there can be more than a factor of 1000 times in the time required to reach equilibrium (Fig. 2). In addition, since the rate constants obtained for europium with xylenol orange were faster than even the fastest arsenazo III kinetics in the presence of lactate this indicates that the Eu-arsenazo(III)-DTPA complexation variations are actually due to the dye probe molecule, and the change is therefore not necessarily representative of europium’s reaction with DTPA. This suggests that the difference in kinetics due to a change in solution parameters when using a dye does not necessarily reflect an equivalent change in the complexation reaction of interest.

Conclusions

Using the dye ligand displacement technique and stopped-flow spectrometry showed a difference in the measured kinetic constants for xylenol orange and arsenazo III. This difference was determined to be due to the strong influence of the dye-decomplexation kinetics, which makes the obtained results dependent on the chosen dye. This implies that the assumption that the decomplexation of dye probe molecules from lanthanides is fast enough to be ignored likely leads to a significant underestimation of the true rate constants for DTPA complexation with lanthanides. The results for the reactions involving dyes were also shown to vary with the chemical solution conditions, such as the concentration of lactate. A study into how to remove the influence of the dye decomplexation kinetics when measuring DTPA-lanthanide kinetics is currently underway.
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